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Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC ) Docket No. 50-271-LR
and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. ASLBP No. 06-849-03-LR)
(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station) )

ENTERGY'S ANSWER TO VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SERVICE MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE
LICENSING BOARD'S MEMORANDUM AND ORDER OF SEPTEMBER 22. 2006

.S AND
NS STAFF

Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (hereinaf-

ter collectively referred to as "Entergy") hereby answer and oppose the Vermont Department of

Public Service ("DPS") "Motion for Leave to File for Reconsideration of Memorandum and Or-

der (9/22/06)" dated October 2, 2006 ("Motion"), in which DPS seeks leave of the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board ("Licensing Board" or "Board") to file a motion for reconsideration

of portions of the Board's Memorandum and Order (Ruling on Standing, Contentions, Hearing

Procedures, State Statutory Claim, and Contention Adoption), LBP-06-20, 63 N.R.C. - (Sept.

22, 2006) ("LBP-06-20"). The Motion asks that the Board reconsider under 10 C.F.R. § 2.323(e)

of the Commission's rules its dismissal of DPS Contention 2, which alleged that Entergy's Envi-

ronmental Report ("ER") failed to provide "new and significant information regarding the sub-

stantial likelihood that spent fuel will have to be stored at the Vermont Yankee site longer than

evaluated" in the Generic Environmental Impact Statement ("GEIS"). The Motion should be

denied because DPS has established no compelling circumstances as required by 10 C.F.R. §

2.323(e), raises arguments and theses not previously articulated by DPS, and makes arguments

that lack merit.
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I. PROCEDURALBACKGROUND

On May 26, 2006, the DPS filed a "Notice of Intention to Participate and Petition to In-

tervene" ("Petition") in this licensing proceeding. On June 22, 2006, Entergy and the NRC Staff

filed Answers to the DPS Petition. On June 30, 2006, DPS filed its Reply to Entergy's and the

Staff's Answers.
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One of the contentions submitted by DPS, Contention 2, asserted:

The Application must be denied because Applicant has failed to comply with the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) by failing to include new and signifi-
cant information regarding the substantial likelihood that spent fuel will have to
be stored at the Vermont Yankee site longer than evaluated in the GElS and per-
haps indefinitely and thus has failed to provide the necessary environmental in-
formation with regard to onsite land use in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 54.23
such that the Commission cannot find that the applicable requirements of Subpart
A of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 have been satisfied (10 C.F.R. § 54.29(b)).

Petition at 12-13. The Board ruled that DPS Contention 2 is not admissible because it sought to

raise a Category I issue that is not litigable under 10 C.F.R. § 2.335 and constituted an imper-

missible attack on the NRC's Waste Confidence Rule. LBP-06-20, slip op. at 40-41. DPS's Mo-

tion asks the Board to reconsider this ruling.

II. RECONSIDERATION REQUIRES COMPELLING CIRCUMSTANCES

The Commission's revised rules of practice promulgated January 2004 provide that:

Motions for reconsideration may not be filed except upon leave of the presiding
officer or the Commission, upon a showing of compelling circumstances, such as

the existence of a clear and material error in a decision, which could not have rea-
sonably been anticipated, that renders the decision invalid.

Entergy's Answer to Vermont Department of Public Service Notice of Intention to Participate and Petition to

Intervene (June 22, 2006); NRC Staff Answer to Vermont Department of Public Service Notice of Intention to

Participate and Petition to Intervene (June 22, 2006).
2 Vermont Department of Public Service Reply to Answers of Applicant and NRC Staff to Notice of Intention to

Participate and Petition to Intervene (June 30, 2006) ("DPS Reply"). On July 6, 2006, the DPS filed a corrected
copy of its Reply. The citations in this Answer will be to the corrected copy of the Reply.
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10 C.F.R. § 2.323(e). This "compelling circumstances" standard "is intended to permit reconsid-

eration only where manifest injustice would occur in the absence of reconsideration, and the

claim could not have been raised earlier." 69 Fed. Reg. 2,182, 2,207 (Jan. 14, 2004). Thus,

while a motion for reconsideration is available in compelling circumstances to "address the cor-

rection of an erroneous decision that resulted from the misapprehension or disregard of a critical

fact or controlling legal principle or decision," it is not "an opportunity to present new arguments

or evidence or a 'new thesis"' that could and should have been presented previously. Dominion

Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), LBP-04-22, 60

N.R.C. 379, 380-81, aff'd CLI-04-36, 60 N.R.C. 631, 641 (2004) (footnotes omitted).

III. THE MOTION FAILS TO ESTABLISH COMPELLING CIRCUMSTANCES

DPS fails to meet the compelling circumstances standard of 10 C.F.R. § 2.323(e). In-

deed, DPS makes no effort whatsoever to show that the Motion complies with the requirements

of the regulation. Rather, under the guise of arguing that the Board failed to "address the issue

presented by DPS Contention 2" (Motion at 2), DPS completely recasts Contention 2 to raise an

entirely "new thesis" nowhere to be found in the Contention. Furthermore, DPS's new thesis

would completely rewrite 10 C.F.R. § 51.53(c)(3)(iv) of the regulations - altering its fundamen-

tal intent and scope - and would additionally authorize unparalleled discovery unrelated to any

issue litigable in this licensing proceeding, contrary to long standing Commission precedent.

In its Motion, DPS claims that it had previously "repeatedly indicated" that Contention 2

is "limited to requiring the Applicant to produce information... that is 'relevant to' (10 C.F.R. §

2.336(a)(2)(i)) the issue of whether 'new and significant' information exists" and that it does not

seek "to litigate whether information produced by Entergy is 'new and significant."' Motion at

2-3 (emphasis added). This claim, however, misstates the clear premise and scope of Contention
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2 as articulated by DPS in its Petition. The Contention clearly asserts that Entergy was required

to identify and analyze in the ER specific information set forth in the Contention as '"new and

significant" information, and that this information, if properly evaluated, would change the GEIS

conclusions regarding onsite land use impacts from SMALL to "a MODERATE or LARGE im-

pact." 3 Further, the Petition specifically requests "adjudication" of these issues "in the instant

proceeding,'A a point clearly reiterated in DPS's Reply,5 and Contention 2 itself expressly asserts

that the "Application must be denied" for "failing to include" and evaluate this asserted "new

and significant information."6 Thus, Contention 2 does not focus on, and is not limited to, the

production of relevant documents as DPS now suggests. Rather, Contention 2 clearly seeks the

inclusion of specific information in the ER (and subsequently the EIS) as "new and significant"

information that would alter the NEPA environmental analysis. Accordingly, DPS's claim (Mo-

tion at 4) that upon "[h]aving produced all the information 'relevant to the contention"' Entergy

would "moot the contention" completely rewrites Contention 2.

Moreover, DPS's rescripted Contention 2 would completely rewrite 10 C.F.R. §

51.53(c)(3)(iv). This provision only requires the ER to "contain any new and significant infor-

mation regarding the environmental impacts of license renewal of which the applicant is aware."

(Emphasis added). It does not require an applicant to provide in the ER all "relevant" informa-

tion so that some other party can determine whether anything is new and significant. Indeed, that

3 "There is new and significant information which the Applicant should have identified and described in its Envi-

ronmental Report. If this information had been provided and evaluated properly, it would have changed the GElS

conclusions regarding onsite land use impacts." Petition at 15 (emphasis added).
4 Petition at 31.
s DPS Reply at 36-37 ("If Aplicant... chooses to deny that there is any new and significant information, as it

does here, then there is clear issue of disputed fact that the Board is required to resolve") (emphasis added) (cita-

tion omitted). See also id. at 39 ("whether there is new and significant information that would warrant modifica-

tion of the environmental impacts... is an appropriate issue for resolution in this proceeding').
6 Petition at 12.
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would be an impossible task and the NRC has established other mechanisms to serve that func-

tion ( allowing the members of the public to provide comments and to bring to the NRC's

attention any information that they believe is new and significant). Nor does the regulation re-

quire an applicant to produce documents relevant to an asserted claim of new and significant in-

formation. 10 C.F.R. § 2.336(a)(2), which DPS cites (Motion at 3), applies only to admitted

contentions. Indeed, Contention 2 as rescripted by DPS is nothing more than a discovery fishing

expedition of the type the Commission has repeatedly given short shrift.7 The Motion provides

no basis for such unprecedented discovery unrelated to any admitted contention.

DPS's claim that such unprecedented discovery is necessary here to avoid "the anoma-

lous result" of "creating an obligation... which is unenforceable" (Motion at 4) is meritless. No

such anomalous result attains here because recognized mechanisms exist to enforce the obliga-

tion. Foremost, DPS could have sought to enforce this requirement by filing a petition for

waiver demonstrating the existence of new and significant information as allowed under the

Commission's rules. As the Licensing Board held, this is the approach contemplated by the

Commission. It is the approach that balances the NRC's interest in finality against the need for

supplementation in appropriate circumstances. DPS may also bring any alleged new and signifi-

cant information to the NRC's attention as a comment on the Draft Environmental Impact State-

ment, which the NRC Staff would then consider.

Furthermore, it is well established and required by NRC regulation that "[i]nformation

provided to the Commission by an applicant for a license" must be "complete and accurate in all

ee M. ]Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. (Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-98-25, 48
N.R.C. 325, 352 (1998) (NRC rules preclude "using discovery... as a fishing expedition which might produce
relevant supporting facts"); Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station),
LBP-88-25, 28 N.R.C. 394, 396 (1988) (the use of "discovery" as "a fishing expedition to uncover possible prob-
lems ... is impernissible under NRC regulations and precedents").
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material respects." 10 C.F.R. § 50.9(a). Failure of an applicant to do so can result in significant

fines and sanctions. Additionally, (a) it is not to be assumed that an applicant or licensee would

act contrary to NRC requirements,9 as presumed by DPS throughout its Motion, and (b) an appli-

cant's license renewal application is subject to extensive review and audit by the NRC Staff. In

this latter respect, the Staff can also consider whether there is new and significant information

that might mandate requesting that the Commission waive or suspend a rule.

Thus, DPS's claim that an applicant's obligation to provide new and significant informa-

tion of which it is aware is unenforceable is without merit. The fact that a potential intervenor

must obtain a waiver to litigate new and significant information would alter Category I issues

does not make the obligation unenforceable.

Second, as correctly held by the Board, the inability of a potential intervenor to litigate

new and significant information related to Category 1 issues stems from the fact that the Com-

mission's determinations regarding Category I issues are embodied in Commission regulations.

Thus, as correctly recognized by the Board, in order to consider asserted new and significant in-

formation, the regulations must either be amended or their application waived for the proceeding

in question.' 0 The Commission has well established mechanisms by which a potential intervenor

SSee,. Virginia Electric & Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-22, 4 N.R.C. 480

(1976), affd 571 F.2d 1289 (4th Cir. 1978); 52 Fed. Reg. 49,362 (Dec. 1987) (Completeness and Accuracy of In-

formation; Final Rule and Statement of Policy).

SSee, eg.. Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), LBP-99-25, 50 N.R.C. 25, 34

(1999) jitinZ General Public Utilities Corm. (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station), LBP-96-23, 44 N.R.C.

143, 164 (1996).
'0 The Board did suggest that the inability to adjudicate in a licensing proceeding new and significant information

related to a Category I issue, based on the Commission's holding in Florida Power & Light Co. (Turkey Point

Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), CLI-01-1 7, 54 N.R.C. 3, 10 (2004), "seems inconsistent" with the

Commission's statement in Turkey Point that adjudicatory hearings in license renewal proceedings share the same

scope of issues as the NRC's Staff's review. LBP-06-20, slip op. at 26-27 n. 32. There is, however, no inconsis-

tency. As reflected in SECY-93-032, 10 C.F.R. Part 51 Rulemaking on Environmental Review for Renewal of

Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses (Feb. 9, 1993) at 3-4, should the NRC Staff in its review determine that

new and significant information exists with respect to a Category I issue, the Staff is to go to the Commission "to
Footnote continued on next page
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can seek waiver of a rule (10 C.F.R. § 2.335) or petition for rulemaking (10 C.F.R. § 2.802).

DPS's claimed need for extensive, unprecedented discovery to invoke these mechanisms ( M..

Motion at 3) would again completely rewrite the Commission's regulations. Neither 10 C.F.R. §

2.335 nor 10 C.F.R. § 2.802 provide for the unparalleled discovery sought by DPS.

Third, DPS's asserted need for unheralded discovery is a red herring. As set forth above,

Contention 2 does not seek to discover information, as now claimed by DPS, but instead seeks to

include clearly identified specific information in the ER (and subsequently the EIS) as "new and

significant" information that DPS claims would alter the NEPA environmental analysis. The in-

formation relied upon by DPS is laid out in Contention 2, and DPS's asserted need for discovery

is nothing more than an after the fact attempt to avoid the clearly correct ruling of the Board in

LBP-06-20.

Footnote continued from previous page
seek Commission approval to either suspend the application of the rule... or to delay granting the renewal appli-

cation... until the rule can be amended." Thus, the scope of the Staff's review function with respect to Category

I issues is the same as that for adjudicatory hearings. In neither case can new and significant information be con-

sidered and incorporated into the EIS absent prior Commission approval because in both instances the generic de-

termination embodied in the Commission's rules must be waived or amended in order to do so. In contrast,

SECY-93-032 provides that for unbounded Category 2 and Category 3 issues (now Category 2), the Staff can di-

rectly address new and significant information in the EIS without first seeking Commission approval. Id. at 3.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The compelling circumstances that must exist for entertaining a motion for reconsidera-

tion are absent from DPS's Motion. The Board's ruling for which DPS requests re-examination

was correct and the claims raised by DPS in its Motion are both new (and consequently inappro-

priate) and erroneous. Therefore, the Motion should be denied.

Respectfully Submitted,

David R. Lewis
Matias F. Travieso-Diaz
PILLSBURY WINTHROP SHAW PITrMAN LLP

2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037-1128
Tel. (202) 663-8474

Counsel for Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee,
LLC, and Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.

Dated: October 12, 2006
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "Entergy's Answer to Vermont Department of Public Ser-

vice Motion for Leave to File for Reconsideration of the Licensing Board's Memorandum and

Order of September 22, 2006" dated October 12, 2006, were served on the persons listed below

by deposit in the U.S. Mail, first class, postage prepaid, and where indicated by an asterisk by

electronic mail, this 12th day of October, 2006.

*Administrative Judge
Alex S. Karlin, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
ask2'nrc.gov

*Administrative Judge

Dr. Thomas S. Elleman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
5207 Creedmoor Road, #101,
Raleigh, NC 27612.
tse@nrc.gov; elleman@eos.ncsu.edu

Office of Commission Appellate Adjudication
Mail Stop 0-16 CI
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

*Administrative Judge
Dr. Richard E. Wardwell
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
rew@nrc.gov

*Secretary
Att'n: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff
Mail Stop 0-16 C1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
secy@nrc.gov, hearingdocket(Ragrc.gov

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop T-3 F23
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



*Mitzi A. Young, Esq.
*Steven C. Hamrick, Esq.
Office of the General Counsel
Mail Stop 0-15 D21
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
may~nrc.gov; schl@nrc.gov

*Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.
National Legal Scholars Law Firm
84 East Thetford Road
Lyme, NH 03768
aroisman(ýnationallegalscholars.com

*Sarah Hofmann, Esq.
Director of Public Advocacy
Department of Public Service
112 State Street - Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
Sarah.hofmann@state.vt.us

*Ronald A. Shems, Esq.
*Karen Tyler, Esq.

Shems, Dunkiel, Kassel & Saunders, PLLC
9 College Street
Burlington, VT 05401
rshemsQsdkslaw.com
ktyler@sdkslaw.com

David R. Lewis
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